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"What is this all about?" 
 -  David Livingstone 
 
Well David, 
This is a game of adventure and exploration where 
you, together with five other players, venture into 
deepest Africa. The time period is mid-19th century 
and you start your expedition at one of the six Ports of 
Entry. Your journey is financed by a major publisher 
back home, and they expect you to bring home 
fantastic stories that they can publish. 
 

Your expedition consists of you and Askaris, which are 
armed local Africans, and Porters that carry Food and 
Gifts. There will be occasional local Guides and Goats 
to keep you company. 
 

The quest is to walk into what is unknown to you. You 
will interact with people that you meet, while 
searching for the myths and legends that are said to 
exist somewhere in Africa. 
 

To walk the land among people that might not 
appreciate your presence, to face hunger and 
predators, and to reveal what perhaps should remain 
hidden is dangerous. Not only are the lives of your 
expedition at stake, but your sanity as well. But then 
again, as the old trader said: "Are you not entering the 
Heart of Darkness?" 

 
But let's start from the beginning. 
 

A The game map depicts what is central and 

southern Africa. It is divided into Regions. 
 

 
 

Each region contains one or more Ethnic Groups. One 
of them dominates the Region and therefore has its 
name printed there. The dominating Ethnic Group in 
the Region shown above is "Baganda". 
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Port of Entry is one of the six regions that 
have a town in it and a defined terrain. It 

has no Ethnic Groups (well it has, of course, but none 
in the game). 

 
 Transfer Zones are the white squares. 
 

As you see, there are several white squares straddling 
the borders of all Regions. There is one square for 
each section of a border that borders another region. 
When you wish to move from a Region to an adjacent 
Region, you first have to enter the Transfer Zone that 
straddles the border between the two Regions. 
 

When you are in a Transfer Zone, you are allowed to 
either enter the Region you were heading towards, or 
to return to the Region you came from. 

 
Color Code is the color dot that each 
Transfer Zone has at one of its corners. 

 

The Color Code makes a Transfer Zone unique in both 
Regions it touches (no, it does not matter in any way 
in which Region the Color Code is). There will not be 
two Transfer Zones along the border of a Region that 
have the same color. 
 

Each Color Code corresponds with the color of a  
six-sided die. You get a randomly chosen Transfer 
Zone by simultaneously rolling all dice that 
correspond with the colors of all Transfer Zones 
around a Region. One of the dice will through its color 
point you to its corresponding Transfer Zone. 

 
Ethnic Groups are represented by symbols 
on each side of each Transfer Zone. 

 

The shapes of are squares, circles, and triangles. Each 
shape and style within a Region is an Ethnic Group. 
Those that have stripes are minor Ethnic Groups. 
Those that are gray represent the dominating Ethnic 
group.  
 

Identical symbols in different Regions do not mean 
that they belong to the same Ethnic Group. It is just a 
matter or using the same set of symbols over and over 
again. Identical symbols within a Region belong to the 
same Ethnic Group, though. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In our example below, the three gray circles represent 
the dominating Baganda people. The triangle and the 
two squares are two separate minor Ethnic Groups. 
 

 
 
 
 

"How do I arrange my expedition?" 
 -  Samuel Baker 
 
Samuel, let me tell you. 
 

B First, grab an Expedition Sheet. 

 
You place a set of markers on this sheet. Through this, 
you will be able to keep track on how many Askaris 
and Porters you have, and how much food and how 
many gifts the Porters carry. You will see whether you 
have Goats to feed you and a Guide to help you. You 
will also know the state of your sanity and health. 
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Lay out the map on a table and choose the color of 
one of the six available expeditions. Gather all the 
markers of that color in front of you. Let's say that you 
have chosen blue. 
 

In that case, this 
Explorer Marker is you  

 
But first, please note that there are not 
only six-sided dice in this game, but a  

ten-sided die as well: 
 

 A six-sided die will be referred to as a d6 
 

 A ten-sided die will be referred to as d10, where 
the result of "0" is always considered as "10". 

 
Now, set up your Expedition Sheet. Start 
with setting the Askari Marker to "9" on 
the "Askari" Scale. This is the number of 
Askaris that you start with (the Explorer is 
number "1" and is regarded as an Askari in every 
practical sense). This matters when you hunt for food 
and when you wish to put local people in awe. 

 
Set both the Sanity Marker 
and the Health Marker to "5" 
on the Sanity & Health Track. 
The position of a marker shows 
how well you are. The higher the number, the better 
you are, and vice versa. 

 
Set the Porter Marker at "10" on the 
Porters Scale. You have ten Porters who 
each will carry either Food or Gifts, not a 
mix of both. Pick up the ten Food/Gifts 
Markers and set them at "5" at each 
Luggage Track, one marker per track. For 
each track, choose whether the Porter 
will carry 5 Food or 5 Gifts, by having the 
preferred side upwards. You can anytime 
transfer luggage between Porters, as long 
as each Porter carries only Food or Gifts. 
Excess luggage that cannot be carried is discarded. 
When spending Food or Gifts, move any appropriate 
marker to the left, showing the remaining luggage 
that the Porter carries. 
 

Remove a Food/Gifts Marker From its 
Luggage Track when it reaches "0".  Move 

other markers upwards to any empty tracks so that 
Porters that don't carry any luggage are among the 
lower tracks in the Porter Scale. 

A Goat Marker is placed in 
the Food Box if your 
expedition is fed by the local 
people. A Guide Marker is 
placed in the Guide Box if local people decide to help 
you. Until then, keep the two markers close at hand. 
 
Let's say that you have chosen six Porters to carry 
Food, and four Porters to carry Gifts. Your Expedition 
Sheet should look like this now: 

 
Finally, find the Drama Track, the string 
of numbers that run from "0" to "50" on 
the map, and set your Drama Marker to 
"0". The reason for your expedition is to 
amount as many Drama Points as possible (written as 
"DP" in the charts), in order to make your publisher 
back home happy. Check the Drama Points Chart to 
see how many points you get by doing and 
experiencing different things. 
 
 

C Porters or Askaris may die or desert during the 

journey. A member of the expedition that is struck by 
this fate will either be mentioned in the rules directly 
as "Askari" or "Porter", or as "Member". If there more 
Porters than Askaris, then a Porter is the Member  
(any luggage that he carried is transferred to other 
Porters, if possible). If there are more Askaris than 
Porters, then an Askari is the Member. If there are 
equal numbers, then you choose between them. 
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"May I now please walk into the bush?" 
 -  Mary Kingsley 
 
Hang on, Mary, you must do so in an orderly fashion. 
 

D Start with placing a River Fork in 

each Transfer Zone that contains a river 
(there is one at each Port of Entry). Place 
it so that the arrow points downriver 
towards the sea. The River Fork, together with the 
other Rivers and Lakes that you see below, are the 
five Water Markers. 
 

 
 

Find another opaque cup and put the following 
Water Markers into the cup: 
 

 The 10 remaining River Fork Markers 
 

 All River Markers 
 

 8 River Source Markers 
 

 All Lake Markers 
 

 All Lake Source Markers 
 

The remaining 10 River Source Markers are put aside 
off-map as a River Source Pool. 

 
Do the following things in this order: 
 

 Put all Order Markers in a 
second opaque cup. Draw 
them, one at a time. When 
your Order Marker is drawn, 
choose a Port of Entry, not occupied by another 
player, and place your Explorer Marker there. 

 

 Map the rivers in the River Region in front of the 
River Fork. Follow the procedure described in 
section J. If a drawn Water Marker turns out to 
be a River Source or a Lake Source, then, in this 
special case, return it and draw a new one. 

 

 Place your Goal Marker in any 
Region that is at least three Regions 
away.  

 

 Move your Explorer Marker to any Transfer Zone 
that borders the chosen Port of Entry. 

Find all the Terrain Markers that you see below and 
place them in four nice piles off-map as a Terrain Pool. 
 

 
 
Find a third opaque cup 
and place all Random 
Terrain Markers (those 
with a black border) in it. 
These are only used when you 
need to randomly determine a 
terrain. They are never placed 
on the map themselves. 
Remove any Random Terrain Marker if there are no 
more corresponding off-map Terrain Markers left. 

 
Put all Discovery Markers (those 
with a white backside) into a 
fourth opaque cup. 
 
 

E All players return their Order Markers to the 

second cup together with the Calamity Markers, the... 
 

 Sickness Marker 
 

 Insanity Marker 
 

 Storm Marker 
 

 Witch Marker 
 

 Malaria Marker 
 

 War Marker 
 

 
One of you will randomly draw markers, one at a time, 
throughout the game. It will be an Order Marker or a 
Calamity Marker that is drawn. The color of a drawn 
Order Marker indicates whose turn it is. When that 
player is done, another marker is randomly drawn.  
So it continues until all Order Markers have been 
drawn and a full Turn has then been completed. 
Return all markers to the cup and start all over again.  
 

When your Order Marker is drawn, you will do a set of 
actions, based on where you are.  
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If you are in a... 
 

Transfer Zone, then you do an Enter Action.  
It contains the following three sub-actions, done in 
this order: 

 

1) Make a Response Check, and enter the Region 
 

2) Map terrain (if unexplored) and rivers (if any) 
 

3) Draw a Discovery Marker (if unexplored) 
 

If the terrain in a Region is already 
mapped (and no Discovery Marker will 

thereby be drawn), then you continue and do an Exit 
Action as well (you hurry through the Region). 
 
Region, then you do an Exit Action. It contains the 
following three sub-actions, done in this order: 
 

1) Spend Food and/or hunt 
 

2) Leave the Region 
 

3) Make a possible Hostility Check 

 
If four or more players have more Drama 
Points than you have, after you have done 

your Action(s), then you may, if you wish, return your 
Order Marker to the cup (to be drawn again). 
 
 
 

"Can I shoot all the brutes?" 
 -  Henry Stanley 
 
No Mr. Stanley, you cannot! But it does not mean that 
the situation cannot turn unpleasant. 
 

F If you draw the... 
  

Sickness Marker, then all players, whose 
Order Markers still remain in the cup, 
immediately must either... 
 
A) Spend 10 items (any mix of Food and Gifts), or... 
 

B) Make a Health Roll. Players that have already 
drawn their Order Markers this Turn do not roll. 
Each player rolls a d6. If your result is between 1-4, 
then move your Health Marker down one step on 
the Sanity & Health Track. If you reach "0", you die. 
Modify your dieroll with: 

 

 +1 if your Sanity is better than your Health 
 

 -1 if your Sanity is worse than your Health 

Insanity Marker, then all players, whose 
Order Markers still remain in the cup, 
immediately must either... 
 

A) Spend 10 items (any mix of Food and Gifts), or... 
 

B) Make a Sanity Roll. Players that have already 
drawn their Order Markers this Turn do not roll. 
Each player rolls a d6. If your result is between 1-4, 
then move your Sanity Marker down one step on 
the Sanity & Health Track. If you reach "0", you go 
insane. Modify your dieroll with: 

 

 +1 if your Health is better than your Sanity 
 

 -1 if your Health is worse than your Sanity 

 
Storm Marker, then the owner of the 
next drawn Order Marker this turn  
(if there is any left in the cup) has been 
struck by a violent storm. The player 
chooses, before any Action is done, to lose either... 
 

 5 items (any mix of Food and Gifts), or a... 
 

 Porter that currently does not carry anything. 

 
Witch Marker, then the owner of the 
next drawn Order Marker this turn  
(if there is any left in the cup) has met a 
local witch. Offer her up to 5 gifts, before 
any Action is done, and roll a d6. If the result is... 
 

 Equal to or below the number of gifts, then she 
will either ease your health or sanity (move one 
of the markers up one step on the Sanity & 
Health Track), or she will put the curse of "boring 
authorship of diary" on a competitor (choose 
another player that will deduct 2 Drama Points). 
  

 Above the number of gifts, then she is insulted 
and she will put a curse on you. You will lose one 
step of Sanity or Health (your choice). 

 
Malaria Swamp Marker, then the owner 
of the next drawn Order Marker this turn 
(if there is any left in the cup) collects all 
four Malaria Markers and gives them to 
any Explorer, except the one who just got 
rid of them. The chosen Explorer places 
the four Malaria Markers on any mix of 
Askaris and/or Porters (place them on 
those with the highest numbers on the scales). These 
four are struck by malaria. Sick Porters cannot carry 
any luggage (discard it if other Porters cannot carry it). 
Sick Askaris are not included when checking for 
respect and when hunting. 
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If you draw the War Marker, then the 
owner of the next drawn Order Marker 
this turn (if there is any left in the cup) 
moves a War Party Marker (one off-map, 
or one already on the map). It is moved 
before any Action is done, to any Region 
where there is no Explorer Marker. If an 
Explorer enters a Region with a War 
Party Marker, then the result is automatically 
"Ambush" in the Response Check (more on this later). 
 

If you have to deal with several Calamity 
Markers when your Order Marker is drawn, 

then you may deal with them in any order you wish. 
 
 
 

"Will I find the source of the Nile?" 
 -  John Speke 
 
John, perhaps you will, but you will have to enter a 
Region first to map it. 
 

G To enter a Region 
If you are in a Transfer Zone when your Order Marker 
is drawn, then you must enter a Region. The response 
of the Ethnic Group that you have to cross to enter 
the Region, will depend on two things: Your Approach 
and their respect for your strength. You may fail or 
succeed in either one. So there are four possible 
response combinations that you may get. 
 
Example: You wish to enter the Baganda Region. You 

will first get the response from the local 
people, represented by the gray circle  
(in our case, the Baganda). 

 

 
 
A Response Check is done by rolling the d10 and a d6.  

Check the Response Check Chart (the markers in the 
chart uses blue color just as examples). 
 

To succeed in getting their Respect, roll the d10.  
The result has to be equal to or less than the number 
of Askaris that you have. If not, then you have failed. 
 

To succeed in your Approach to make them like you, 
roll a d6. The result has to be "5" or more. If not, then 
you have failed. 
 

You may choose to sweeten your approach 
by offering Gifts. Each Gift modifies both 

dierolls by +1 (both the d6 and the d10). No more 
than 2 Gifts may be offered (a total of +2). Decide and 
deduct the Gifts before you roll any dice. 
 
After rolling both 
dice, you will get 
one of four possible 
results: Ambush, 
Invite, Ignore, or Offer. See the Response Check Chart 
for instructions. Remove from the map any Response 
Marker of your color and place the new current one in 
the Transfer Zone you are in, the Entry Transfer Zone. 
 
Example: You got ambushed. Adjust the number of 

Askaris to "8", and add 1 Drama Point. You 
received no Goats and no Guide. Your 
Angry Marker is placed in the Entry 
Transfer Zone, pointing towards the Ethnic 
Group that you managed to upset. 

 

 
 
 

H Map the Region 
When you have entered the Region, you will 
determine the terrain by selecting a bunch of d6. One 
die for each Transfer Zone surrounding the Region. 
The colors of the dice shall correspond with the Color 
Codes of the Transfer Zones. 
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 Exception: 
A Forest Marker may never be adjacent to 
a Desert Marker, and vice versa. Therefore, 
exclude dice that would create such 
neighbors. Exclude also dice pointing 
towards terrain of which there are no 
more Terrain Markers left. 

 

Roll the dice. The die with the highest result will 
determine the terrain (in case of tie, reroll the dice 
that share the highest result). You can, if you wish, roll 
all the d6. If a die whose color is not represented 
happens to win, then disregard it and use the next-
higher "winner" instead (this is faster than checking all 
colors each time). 
 

Check the Region across the Transfer Zone that "won". 
 

 If that Region has a terrain or if it still has a 
Presumed Terrain (see section I), then your 
Region will have the same terrain. 
 

 If there is no terrain or no Presumed Terrain 
there, then draw a Random Terrain Marker from 
the cup instead to determine the terrain. 
 

Pick the decided Terrain Marker from the off-map 
Terrain Pool and place it in the Region. Add Drama 
Point(s). See the Drama Points Chart. 
 
Example: Four adjacent Regions are already mapped. 

The dice that are white, yellow, red, and 
green are selected. The terrain in Baganda 
Region may not be Desert or Forest due to 
the exception above. so blue and black are 
excluded. Both white and red die roll 
highest with a "5". They are rerolled until 
you get a winner. Let's say it is the white 
die. You check what terrain the Region 
across the white Transfer Zone has. 

 

 

 

 In our case, there is none, so you draw a 
Random Terrain Marker instead. If a Desert 
or a Forest Terrain is drawn, then draw a 
new one. A Veldt Marker is drawn and 
placed in the Region. Add 1 Drama Point. 

 
 

I Close to the Ports of entry, there are Regions 

that has a printed terrain symbol with a Color Code. 
These are the Presumed Terrain. 
 

 
 

It means that when you pick dice to roll for Terrain, 
then you also include the die corresponding with the 
Presumed Terrain, blue in the shown example. If that 
die wins, then the Presumed Terrain becomes the 
actual terrain in that Region. A Presumed Terrain will 
no longer influence adjacent Regions when an actual 
terrain is determined and placed in the Region (on top 
of the Presumed Terrain symbol to avoid confusion). 
 

A Forest Terrain may not be placed in or adjacent to a 
Region with a Presumed Desert Terrain (unless it has 
been determined to be any other terrain than Desert). 
Also, a Desert Terrain may not be placed in or 
adjacent to a Region with a Presumed Forest Terrain 
(unless, of course, it has been determined to be any 
other terrain than Forest). 
 
 

J What if there is a river? 

If there is a River, River Fork, or a Lake in a Transfer 
Zone, then both Regions on either side of the Transfer 
Zone are River Regions (when the rules generally 
refer to "Regions", it includes River Regions). If it is a 
River Source or a Lake Source Marker instead, then 
only the Region on the "water side" of the marker is a 
River Region. The Region on the "dry side" of the 
marker (where the word "Source" is) is not a River 
Region and the river will not continue from the source.  
 

After having determined what terrain a Region has, 
the player then figures out where the river continues 
("continue" is a bit strange when travelling upriver). 
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Example: Three Regions are River Regions: The 
Region the Explorer came from, the 
Baganda Region, and the Region where the 
Forest Marker is. 

 

 
 
A river may continue to any region that is not already 
a River Region. You don't have to enter a Region via 
the Transfer Zone that contains the River/Lake in 
order to map the river(s). 
 

Pick up the dice again. One die for each eligible 
Transfer Zone. In our example above, it means the 
dice that are blue, white, red, and green. You roll the 
dice, like you did when determining the terrain, until 
you have a Transfer Zone where the river continues.  
 

If the River Region is created by a River Fork, then you 
follow the procedure twice to determine two Transfer 
Zones. If there is only one Transfer Zone to which a 
River Fork can continue, then return the fork to the 
cup and replace it with a river. Remove also a River 
Source from the cup. Place it in the River Source Pool. 
 

As soon as a Transfer Zone has been determined, 
draw a random Water Marker from the cup and place 
it in the Transfer Zone with the arrow, or the water 
side if it is a source, pointing downriver. 
 

If the new River Region beyond the Transfer Zone is a 
dead end (the river cannot continue), then pick a River 
Source from the cup, instead of drawing a random 
Water Marker, and place it in Transfer Zone. If the 
new River Region only has one single exit, then return 
any River Fork to the cup and draw again. 
 

If a drawn Water Marker is a River Fork, 
then add to the cup a River Source from 

the River Source Pool (a new river has been created, 
so an extra source is needed). 
 
 

But can a Region already mapped contain a river? 
Yes, as long as it is not already a River Region. The 
previous Explorer missed or ignored the river. 
 
Example: Blue and green die both roll a "6" (the rest 

roll lower). They are rerolled and blue wins. 
A Water Marker is drawn and placed in the 
blue Transfer Zone. It is a Lake Marker. The 
river continues and the Desert Region is 
now a River Region. The remaining dice 
(green, red, and white) are rolled to 
determine the second river.  The white die 
wins. A River Source Marker is drawn and 
placed with the water side downriver, 
towards Baganda Region (add 1 Drama 
Point). The river does not continue and 
that the Region across the white Transfer 
Zone is not a River Region. 

 

 
 
 
 

"What about the myths of Africa?" 
 - Richard Burton 
 
Yes Richard, It's time now... 
 

K To Discover 
After terrain and any rivers have been mapped, it is 
time to draw a Discovery Marker and check with the 
Discovery Chart. Find the Discovery Marker there and 
follow its instructions. You have different categories 
of Discovery Markers. If you draw a... 
 

 Taboo, then place it in any Transfer 
Zone that has no marker in it. No 
Explorer may enter that Transfer 
Zone. But you may not place it so 
that any Region has less than two Transfer Zones 
left that are possible to enter. Add 1 DP. 
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 Shot Elephant, then it gives you  
10 Food and 5 Gifts. Move the Shot 
Elephant to the Food Box, read 
section K. Add 1 DP. 

 
 Wild Animals (10 different pictures), 

then they will kill your Goats and 
Guide, if you don't have any, then it 
will charge you instead. Roll a d10 
and compare with the number of Askaris. If you 
roll equal or lower, then an Askari is killed. If you 
roll a "1", then the Explorer loses 1 Health 
instead of a Askari. If you roll higher, then a 
Porter is killed. Add 1 DP (whichever end result). 

 
 Chief. Offer him up to 5 Gifts and roll 

a d6. If equal to or below number of 
Gifts, he feeds all of you (place him 
in Food Box, read section L), and 
gives you a Guide unless you have one.  If there is 
a War Party Marker in the Region, or if you roll 
above the number of Gifts, then your Guide and 
Goats (if any) are killed and removed. Flip the 
Response Marker into its angry side (if not 
already so). The Expedition will flee. Return your 
Order Marker to the cup. In either case, add 2 DP. 

 
 Stiff Upper Lip, then keep it on your 

Expedition Sheet until used. If you, 
the moment when either the Sanity 
or Health Marker is about to be 
moved one step down due to any reason, wish to 
prevent that, then you play your "Stiff Upper Lip". 
If you do (and it can be done after any dieroll has 
been made), then that Sanity or Health move is 
cancelled. It can also be used to enable you to 
enter a Transfer Zone with a Taboo Marker in it. 
Remove the Stiff Upper Lip Marker afterwards. 

 
 Disaster. There are different effects. 

See the Discovery Chart. You will 
receive 6 DP. The actual effects of 
the Disaster will not render you any 
extra Drama Points in addition to the 6 DP.  
The Expedition will also flee. Return your Order 
Marker to the cup. 

 
 Sensation. There are different ones 

with different effects. See the 
Discovery Chart. 

 

 Kurtz and Kanger in their 
private kingdoms. If you 
meet one, roll a d6 and 
compare against your 
sanity. If above (yes, you need to be a bit crazy 
yourself), you kill him and expedition escapes.  
If not, he kills half (rounded up) of the Porters 
and Askaris, including Goats and Guide (if you 
have any). The rest escapes. In either case, return 
your Order Marker to the cup and add 15 DP. 

 
Example: You draw a Discovery Marker and it is a 

Shot Elephant. It is moved to the Food Box 
on your Expedition Sheet. 

 

 

 
If you are in the same Region 
as your Goal Marker, after 

you have dealt with the Discovery Marker, 
then you add 5 DP. Remove the Goal 
Marker and place it on your Expedition Sheet. 
 
 
 

"How do I get out of here?" 
 - Emin Pasha 
 
Emin, there is a way to exit, but you have to eat first. 
 

L To Eat 
If you are in a Port of Entry or have a marker in the 
Food Box, then you are fed. If you in the Food Box 
have a... 
 

 Goat Marker or a Shot Elephant, remove it and 
your entire expedition is now fed. 

 

 Chief, then return it to the Region you are in. 
Your entire expedition is now fed, and provided 
with a Guide, unless you already have one. 
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If you have more than one marker in the Food Box, 
then you, in addition to the fact that your entire 
expedition is fed, add 10 Food per extra marker.  
A Chief will supply you with a Guide as well. A Shot 
Elephant will also give you 5 Gifts. 
 

You may also hunt, whether or not you have a marker 
in the Box. If you do, then add 1 DP (regardless of 
what happens during the hunt). 

 
Hunt dieroll: 
Roll a d10. 
 

If you roll equal to or less than your number of 
Askaris, then you are successful. The result of the d10 
is the number of successful hunters. 
 

Each successful hunter will produce  
2 Food and 1 Gift (skin, tusk, horn). 

 

If the hunters do not produce enough 
food, then all remaining persons 
(including the Guide) must be fed with 
Food brought by the Porters. Each Food 
from the luggage will feed one person. Deduct 
whatever is consumed from the Luggage Tracks. 
 

If you roll a "1", then you have shot a 
couple of elephants. You get 20 Food and 

10 Gifts (the tusks). 
 
If you roll higher than the Number of Askaris, then 
your hunt is a failure: All members (including the 
Guide) must be fed with Food brought by the Porters. 
 

If you roll a "10", then an Askari is killed as 
well. Deduct one on the Askari Scale, 

before any Food is distributed within the expedition. 
 

If you don't have sufficient food when needed, then 
members will desert. First, the Guide (if any) is 
removed, then Porters are deducted (their luggage is 
left behind), then Askaris are deducted. If there is no 
Food for the Explorer, then move the Health Marker 
down one step on the Sanity & Health Track. 
 

Example: You have 8 Askaris and 7 Porters. You roll a 
"6" which means that 12 persons are fed 
and 6 Gifts are collected. The remaining  
3 Porters eat 3 Food from the luggage. 
Let's say you rolled a "10". That means no 
Food and a killed Askari. 14 remaining 
persons eat 14 Food from the luggage. But 
you only have 5 Food left, so all 7 Porters 
leave, and 2 Askaris as well. 

M Does not terrain matter in any sense? 

Yes, it does. If you are in a... 
 

Desert or Forest, then... 
 

 Your expedition consume 
5 extra Food (water in 
the Desert, and bad Food 
in the Forest). If the 
expedition has been fed by marker in the Food 
Box, then deduct 5 Food from the luggage  
(you may deduct it after a Hunt, if you wish). 
 

 When receiving Drama Points from mapping 
Terrain or from Discovery Markers, add an extra 
(+1) Drama Point. 
 

River Region, then... 
 
 

 
 

 Hunting will produce 5 extra Food in addition to 
what the Hunt dieroll may result in. 
 

 Your welfare takes a beating from parasites and 
bugs found close to water. Make a Health roll or 
a Sanity roll (your choice) just after mapping any 
river(s) in a River Region. 

 
 

N To leave a Region 
You leave a Region by entering any Transfer Zone 
surrounding the Region that you are in. 
 
If you have a Guide, then you can choose 
any Transfer Zone (that has no Taboo 
Marker) among those that surround the 
Region. Remove the Guide from the 
Guide Box after you have entered a Transfer Zone. 
 

If you do not have a Guide, then you may become lost. 
Choose a Transfer Zone through which you wish to 
exit, and make a Lost Dieroll by rolling a d6. If the 
result is 1-2, then you are lost and you may not exit 
through the chosen Transfer Zone. Choose any other 
Transfer Zone instead. No Lost Dieroll is made this 
time. If a chosen Transfer Zone is the only possible 
exit, in addition to the Entry Transfer Zone, then you 
are always allowed to exit through it. But if you 
become lost by rolling 1-2, then you will lose 5 items 
(any mix of Food and/or Gifts) instead of refused exit. 
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O Check the Ethnic Group by the Transfer Zone 

that you finally manage to exit through. If it is the 
same Ethnic Group as the one by the Entry Transfer 
Zone, then you will receive about the same treatment 
as in the entry Transfer Zone, which is: 
 

 Happy Marker at entry = Add 5 Food at exit 
 

 Angry Marker at entry = A Member is ambushed 
 

 Whatever Marker at entry = Nothing happens 
 
 

P Hostility Check 
If it is a different Ethnic Group than the one by the 
Entry Transfer Zone, then you are encountering new 
people. In this case you must make a Hostility Check 
(this is the dark age of slave trade. People are 
suspicious and maybe hostile). Draw a Random 
Terrain Marker. If the terrain matches the one in the 
Region you just left, then you have been ambushed 
during your stay in the Region. Remove an Askari. 
 
Example: The Shot elephant fed the expedition and 

added 5 Gifts. We also hunted and a "3" 
was rolled, meaning 6 Food and 3 Gifts. 
The Porters were unable to carry the Gifts 
so they were discarded. The Explorer tries 
to exit. We have no Guide, so a Lost Dieroll 
is made. The roll is a "4" so we succeed. 
We exit through a different Ethnic Group 
so we don't lose a Member which we 
would have done otherwise, due to the 
Angry Marker in our Entry Transfer Zone. 
But we have to make a Hostility Check.  
A Random Terrain Marker is drawn and it is 
a Veldt. We have been ambushed and an 
Askari is deducted. 

 

 
 
 

"But, once again, what is the point of all this?" 
 - David Livingstone 
 
David, it is to get out alive and sane, and to have the 
best story to tell. 
 

Q Your publisher wishes you to write about the 

Drama of your journey. You will receive Drama Points 
(DP) for a great variety of things. You will get... 
 

 Different amount of DP through the Discovery 
Markers that you draw. See the Discovery Chart 
(add +1 DP if you draw the Discovery Marker in a 
Desert or Forest) 

 

 1 DP for mapping terrain. 2 DP if the terrain is a 
Desert or Forest 

 

 1 DP when any member is lost due to an ambush 
(during Response Check, when you leave, and 
during Hostility Check, see sections G, O, P) 

 

 1 DP for each step that your Health and/or Sanity 
Marker goes down for the worse 

 

 1 DP if you Hunt 
 

 5 DP if you reach your Goal Marker 
 

 -1 DP for each member (including your Guide) 
that deserts due to lack of Food 

 

 -2 DP if you enter a Region that is already 
mapped by someone 
 

 -5 DP if another Explorer reaches your Goal 
Marker before you (you still gain your DP when 
you reach it yourself) 

 

 -10 DP if you enter any Port of Entry without 
having reached your Goal Marker and if you have 
less than 30 DP 

 
But how does it all end? 
It ends immediately if any Explorer, at the end of an 
Order Marker (all actions have been done), has... 
 

 Its Drama Point Marker set at 50, or... 
 

 Died or gone insane (the Drama Point Marker of 
that player is reset to "0"), or... 

 

 Entered any Port of Entry 
 

Then the game ends. The player that has most Drama 
Points wins (it may be several players). 


